Introduction
============

Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI) is already an established magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) method that is routinely used in most institutions for the diagnosis of an acute stroke^\[^[@B1]^\]^. It has been increasingly performed in recent years for extracranial applications in experimental settings and even in daily clinical practice as a result of fast imaging sequences^\[^[@B2]^\]^. However, physiological motion from respiration and cardiac movement remain a constant technical challenge. As in other organ sites, the main applications of diffusion-weighted MRI in head and neck radiology include functional imaging^\[^[@B3]^\]^, tumour detection and characterization, monitoring of treatment response, differentiation of recurrence and post-therapeutic changes after radiochemotherapy and lymph node staging. The present article provides a short introduction of the technical considerations to perform DWI and focuses on oncologic applications in head and neck radiology.

Background and technical requirements
=====================================

Diffusion-weighted MRI is an MR imaging technique that depicts molecular diffusion, which is the Brownian motion of the water protons in biological tissues^\[^[@B4]^\]^. Quantification is performed using the so-called apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), which combines the effects of capillary perfusion and water diffusion in the extracellular extravascular space. The ADC value varies strongly with the underlying chosen *b*-values. When only low b-values are used, the corresponding ADC reflects mainly microperfusion and microcirculation and has only limited influence of diffusion, whereas the choice of only high *b*-values is reflected in an ADC that approximates true diffusion of the tissue. This choice is an important prerequisite for the correct application and interpretation of diffusion-weighted MRI. When comparing ADC values with those published in the literature, it is important to always look at the applied *b*-values. Furthermore, when performing follow-up studies, identical *b*-values have to be applied in order to compare the resulting ADC values.

The ADC value provides information on the microstructure of the underlying tissue. Hypercellular tumour tissue leads to an impeded diffusion and subsequent low ADC value, whereas necrotic or responding tumour tissue shows increased diffusivity and a high ADC value.

The technical requirements for performing DWI include a standardized imaging approach especially during follow-up studies. Parallel imaging has the advantage of shortening the acquisition time. The shortest echo time achievable allows the signal to noise ratio to be increased. Optimized fat suppression limits artefacts thereby increasing diagnostic image quality. The diffusion gradients (*b*-values) should be applied in three orthogonal directions in order to minimize the influence of anisotropy. For ADC calculation, images with at least two *b*-values (e.g. 0 and 1000 s/mm^2^) should be acquired, but if one wants to exclude the influence of perfusion, higher *b*-values (e.g. 100--1000 s/mm^2^) should be applied. Morphological images using the same geometry as diffusion-weighted images have to be performed in order to compare morphologic and functional images, allowing exact localization of the lesion and avoiding necrotic areas for region of interest delineation.

Tumour detection and characterization
=====================================

Diffusion-weighted MRI allows tumours in the head and neck region to be detected as a high signal intensity lesion on high *b*-value diffusion-weighted images ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) corresponding to a low signal intensity on the calculated ADC map. Several reports have shown the potential of DWI to differentiate between benign and malignant lesions as well as the separation of squamous cell carcinoma and lymphoma based on the measured ADC value. Figure 1A 54-year-old man with cancer of the posterior part of the tongue on the right. (a) T2-weighted axial MR image showing a slightly hyperintense lesion on the right-side of the tongue (arrow). (b) DW image at a *b*-value of 1000 s/mm^2^ clearly depicts the tongue tumour as a hyperintense lesion (arrow) without crossing the midline. (c) The same lesion is slightly hypointense on the calculated ADC map (arrow, ADC = 1.03×10^−3^ mm^2^/s). Note the small lymph node (4 mm) at level II on the right (arrowhead) which is bright in (b) and dark in (c) with an ADC value of 0.74×10^−3^ mm^2^/s suspicious for the presence of a metastasis, which has been confirmed by histology.

The differentiation between squamous cell carcinoma and malignant lymphoma of the head and neck was shown in a study including 39 patients with squamous cell carcinoma and 14 patients with lymphoma^\[^[@B5]^\]^. Using an ADC threshold value of 0.76 × 10^−3^ mm^2^/s DWI was able to make this distinction with an accuracy of 98%, meaning that 52 out of 53 lesions were correctly classified. The differentiation of benign and malignant head and neck lesions is another frequently encountered problem, especially in the absence of necrotic areas. A study including 33 patients (17 benign, 16 malignant lesions) performed on a 3-T MR unit using *b*-values of 0 and 800 s/mm^2^ was able to differentiate benign and malignant lesions using a threshold value of 1.3 × 10^−3^ mm^2^/s^\[^[@B6]^\]^. These results were confirmed in a study performed on 78 paediatric patients on a 1.5-T MR unit. In these studies *b*-values of 0, 500 and 1000 s/mm^2^ were applied and the ADC value for malignant tumours was 0.93 ± 0.18 × 10^−3^ mm^2^/s, 1.57 ± 0.26 × 10^−3^ mm^2^/s for benign solid masses and 2.01 ± 0.21 × 10^−3^ mm^2^/s for cystic lesions. Using a threshold ADC value of 1.25 × 10^−3^ mm^2^/s, an accuracy of 92.8%, sensitivity of 94.4%, specificity of 91.2%, positive predictive value of 91% and a negative predictive value of 94.2% were reported^\[^[@B7]^\]^.

Another diagnostic issue in daily clinical routine including computed tomography (CT) and MRI is the evaluation of incidental thyroid nodules. In general, lower ADC values were reported in malignant lesions compared with benign lesions. With an ADC cut-off value of 0.98 × 10^−3^ mm^2^/s, a sensitivity of 97.5% and a specificity of 91.7% has been reported when applying *b*-values of 0, 250 and 500 s/mm^2\[^[@B8]^\]^.

Salivary gland tumours are common and MRI may be used to assess these lesions or they may be detected incidentally during investigation for other pathological processes in the head and neck. Most of these salivary gland tumours are benign, being either pleomorphic adenomas or Warthin\'s tumours, but some are malignant^\[^[@B9]^\]^. DWI studies have shown that there is a significant difference in the mean ADC values of these three groups of tumours. Pleomorphic adenomas (which contain myxoid tissue) have the highest ADC value, being substantially greater than that of either malignant tumours or Warthin\'s tumours (which contain lymphoid tissue and have the lowest ADC value of any of the three groups)^\[^[@B10]^\]^. Initial promising results using ADC thresholds to differentiate benign from malignant parotid gland lesions in 45 histologically proven tumours^\[^[@B13]^\]^ could not be confirmed by the same group in a larger scale study evaluating 136 parotid tumours^\[^[@B12]^\]^. Although DWI of pleomorphic adenomas and myoepithelial adenomas could be distinguished from malignant tumours, a final differentiation between benign and malignant parotid gland tumours based on ADC values was not possible because of an overlap between Warthin\'s tumour and malignant lesions.

In summary: malignant tumours have significantly lower ADC values than benign lesions provided that necrotic areas are excluded from image analysis.

Monitoring of treatment response
================================

Non-surgical organ preservation therapy is the standard of care in most head and neck tumours because it allows preservation of functionality (swallowing and speech) while maintaining the same survival rate. Therefore, a surrogate biomarker for early treatment response in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma patients is needed. The evaluation of response to therapy by physical examination, endoscopy and by cross-sectional imaging (CT or MRI) is based on volumetric changes^\[^[@B14]^\]^ that take place often relatively late in the time course of treatment. Therefore, early evaluation of treatment response may provide prognostic information about treatment outcome and eventually allow subsequent tailoring of treatment based upon individual response^\[^[@B15]^\]^. The potential of DWI for monitoring disease in the head and neck has been initially demonstrated in an animal model followed by promising results in patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma as shown in recent studies. Early detection of treatment response might change therapeutic strategies in the case of non-responders, whereby unnecessary toxicity and negative side effects might be avoided and individualized treatment would be possible with an ultimate goal of increasing long-term survival and saving money by avoiding ineffective treatment. In an animal study different treatment regimens (chemotherapy, radiotherapy, combined radiochemotherapy and controls) have been studied before treatment and at days 3, 5 and 7 of treatment looking at the change in ADC values. During combination therapy animals exhibited a much more abrupt increase in ADC, in contrast to the other three groups 5 days after treatment and this difference continued to increase with time^\[^[@B16]^\]^. The authors of this animal study concluded that DWI as an imaging biomarker has potential for early evaluation of the response to chemoradiation treatment in squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck.

Initial clinical results looking at 33 patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma and metastatic cervical lymph nodes measured ADC values in the metastatic lymph nodes before, 1 week after start of chemoradiation therapy and at the end of treatment^\[^[@B17]^\]^. The median tumour volume of the partial responder group was significantly higher than that of the complete responder group; however, no relative differences in size were found at any time point. In contrast, significant differences between median ADC in complete responders and partial responders before treatment were observed with a significantly higher increase in ADC in the complete responder group at 1 week and after treatment. These results suggest that the ADC can be used as a marker for prediction and early detection of response to concurrent chemoradiation therapy in cervical metastases of squamous cell carcinoma. Primary head and neck squamous cell carcinoma tumours and cervical lymph node metastases have also been studied in 15 patients^\[^[@B18]^\]^ who underwent chemoradiotherapy. MRI was performed before and 3 weeks after the start of treatment and the evaluation of response (partial and complete response) was evaluated 6 months after the end of treatment by conventional imaging including CT and MRI. When performing ADC histograms, the change in ADC towards higher values was larger in the complete responder group compared with the partial responder group. However, using a parametric response map that allows a voxel-by-voxel analysis of the entire tumour, the complete responders showed a significantly higher number of voxels with a significant increase in ADC values after start of treatment. This so-called parametric response map has the potential to provide not only prognostic but also spatial information during non-surgical organ preservation therapy of head and neck cancer.

Another study focused on outcome prediction in 30 patients with head and neck tumours undergoing chemoradiotherapy. Imaging including DWI was performed before, 2 and 4 weeks into chemoradiotherapy, whereas remission and recurrence were evaluated by follow-up studies performed up to 2 years after the end of chemoradiotherapy. Compared with baseline values, the percentage ADC change at 2 and 4 weeks into treatment was significantly higher in the group with complete remission compared with the group with recurrence. However, when looking at the individual patient a certain overlap could be noted^\[^[@B19]^\]^. In another recent study a total of 50 patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma were examined before and during treatment by morphological MRI and DWI. In contrast to previous studies, four different ADC patterns were described. A continuous increase in ADC was defined as pattern A or B, whereas an initial increase followed by a drop in ADC was defined as pattern C and an initial drop in ADC followed by an increase in ADC was defined by pattern D. The single ADC measurements pre- or intra-treatment were not able to predict response, however patterns C and D with an early or late fall in ADC were able to identify local failure at an early time point^\[^[@B20]^\]^.

In summary, DWI allows early evaluation of treatment response preceding morphological changes. A treatment response is usually correlated with an increase in ADC but should not be followed by a decrease in ADC because this would suggest recurrence.

Differentiation between post-therapeutic changes and recurrence
===============================================================

The differentiation between post-therapeutic changes and recurrent tumours in patients treated for head and neck cancer is a diagnostic dilemma both for the radiologists and the clinicians^\[^[@B21]^\]^. These diagnostic problems are because chemotherapy and radiotherapy lead to often extensive changes of the underlying tissue including soft tissue oedema, cartilage necrosis, fibrosis and perichondritis^\[^[@B22]^\]^. In daily clinical practice, CT and MRI are the imaging modalities that are routinely used for the evaluation of the post-therapeutic neck, but differentiating recurrence from chondroradionecrosis is often impossible based on imaging findings. Positron emission tomography (PET)-CT has shown promising results, however hypermetabolic lesions can be found in tumours as well as in inflammation and are therefore sometimes difficult to interpret in the individual patient. DWI can be very helpful to resolve this particular problem. Image analysis can be performed by qualitative or quantitative assessment. Qualitative evaluation is based on imaging findings of high *b*-value images and the corresponding ADC map. In general recurrent tumour is reflected as a high signal intensity lesion on high *b*-value images with a low signal intensity of the corresponding ADC map ([Figs. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas post-therapeutic changes are reflected in a high or low signal on the high *b*-value images and always in a high signal on the corresponding ADC map. When measuring the underlying ADC values, those of post-therapeutic changes are usually significantly higher than those of recurrent cancer. Figure 2A 61-year-old woman who underwent resection of a small retroauricular adenoid cystic carcinoma 6 months prior to imaging. (a) Axial T1-weighted contrast-enhanced fat saturated MR image shows post-treatment changes with an unchanged small retroauricular soft tissue mass (arrow) over time. (b) DW image at a *b*-value of 1000 s/mm^2^ depicts this lesion as hyperintense with a low signal on the corresponding ADC map (c) (ADC = 0.82×10^−3^ mm^2^/s) suspicious for residual tumour. This has been confirmed by histology. Figure 3A 79-year-old man who underwent left parotidectomy (arrow) for an acinic cell carcinoma. Imaging for newly developed facial nerve paralysis on the left. (a) Axial T1-weighted contrast-enhanced fat saturated MR image shows post-treatment changes after left parotidectomy. (b) DW image at a *b*-value of 1000 s/mm^2^ shows a circumscribed hyperintense lesion along the facial nerve (arrow) corresponding to a hypointense lesion on the ADC map with an ADC value of 0.75×10^−3^ mm^2^/s suspicious for recurrent tumour. Biopsy was performed and histology revealed recurrent acinic cell carcinoma.

Lymph node staging
==================

Nodal metastasis is an adverse prognostic factor in patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, therefore its detection is important for therapy planning^\[^[@B23]^\]^. To date, the diagnosis of lymph node metastases is mainly based on size criteria and morphology; however, micrometastases can also be observed in normal-sized nodes, and reactive nodes can also be enlarged. Promising results using DWI to detect cervical lymph node metastases and to differentiate benign from malignant enlarged lymph nodes have been reported^\[^[@B24]^\]^. In general the ADC values in nodal metastases of squamous cell carcinoma were significantly lower compared with benign lymph nodes^\[^[@B24]^,^[@B26]^\]^. Furthermore, DWI shows significant differences among malignant nodes of squamous cell carcinoma and lymphoma with significantly lower ADC values in lymphoma compared with squamous cell carcinoma^\[^[@B28]^\]^ ([Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Although ADC threshold values can help to distinguish squamous cell carcinoma from lymphoma, when looking at nasopharyngeal carcinoma quite a big overlap between lymphoma and squamous cell carcinoma has been reported. In a previously published study of 87 enlarged cervical lymph nodes^\[^[@B24]^\]^ the ADC values of lymph nodes involved by lymphoma were lower than those in metastatic lymph nodes of squamous cell carcinoma and in benign lymph nodes; however, there was an overlap between these groups for individual patients. Although these findings were quite promising, larger scale studies have to be performed to confirm these results and to allow DWI to differentiate benign and malignant lymph nodes in the individual patient. Figure 4An 83-year-old man with bilateral enlarged neck lymph nodes. (a) DW image at a *b*-value of 1000 s/mm^2^ shows enlarged hyperintense nodes (arrows) at level II on both sides. (c) These lymph nodes are dark on the corresponding ADC map (arrows) with a mean ADC value of 0.56×10^−3^ mm^2^/s suspicious for the presence of a lymphoma. Histology depicted a B-cell lymphoma.

Conclusion
==========

DWI allows differentiation of benign and malignant head and neck masses in adults and children with significantly lower ADC values in malignant lesions compared with benign masses. In addition, the ADC values in lymphomas are significantly lower than those of squamous cell carcinoma.

DWI is helpful in predicting and monitoring treatment response in head and neck tumours, as changes in ADC precede changes in tumour size. An increase in ADC early after initiation of treatment without any decrease during treatment is correlated with complete response as shown in several studies. DWI might allow prediction of outcome at an early time point and might therefore be helpful in individualizing treatment. For the differentiation between recurrent tumour and post-therapeutic changes, qualitative and quantitative assessment using DWI seems to be helpful in resolving this diagnostic dilemma. For lymph node staging the ADC values of lymphomas were significantly lower compared with those of metastases of squamous cell carcinoma. The ADC values of malignant nodes were significantly lower than those reported in benign cervical nodes. A comparison with morphologic images is mandatory to exclude necrotic areas from measurement because these might lead to a false higher ADC values.

DWI in the head and neck has a wide variety of clinical applications with a special focus on oncology. However, attention has to be paid to the choice of *b*-values and has to be taken into account when comparing findings in the literature and when performing follow-up studies. A comparison between DWI findings and morphologic images is a prerequisite for correct image analysis and interpretation. When measuring the ADC, necrotic areas frequently encountered in squamous cell carcinomas of the head and neck have to be avoided.

To successfully perform DWI of the head and neck, a good collaboration between radiologists, physicists and clinicians is a prerequisites for the best management of the patient. In addition, larger scale studies for the different applications of DWI in the head and neck should be performed ideally in multicenter trials to confirm the promising results already published.
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